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Party Games

POOP: The Game
Players:
Age Group:
Time to Play:
MSRP:

2-5
6+
15 Min
$10.00

SKU:
UPC:
Games / Case:
Games / Inner Pack:

BGZ1003
802991471063
144
12

Play a card, but don’t clog the toilet!
POOP is a game where the first player to run out of cards wins!
Players are given a 5-card hand and take turns laying (pooping)
cards onto a numbered toilet! Players try to run out of cards
before the numbers add up to a clogged toilet!
Party Pooper Edition
SKU: BGZ1002
UPC: 852468006328

Public Restroom Edition
SKU: BGZ1005
UPC: 852468006311

Caca: El Fuego
SKU: BGZ1004
UPC: 852468006557

POOP: Kawaii
SKU: BGZ110343
UPC: 852468006557
NEW!

Spanish Version

Japenese / English Version

POOP: Brown Bag Combo
Players:
Age Group:
Time to Play:
MSRP:

2-10
6+
15 Min
$20.00

SKU:
BGZ1003
UPC:
802991471063
Games / Case: 12

Get a whole bag of POOP!
POOP IN A BAG, is two decks of cards in a fun brown bag.
Flush boredom down the drain with this fun and cheeky card
game that the whole family will enjoy. Take turns pooping
but don’t clog the toilet!
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Party Games

Game of Phones
Players: 3+

Age Group: 12+ Time to Play: 15+ Min

Main Game		
MSRP:
$20.00
SKU:
BGZ110229
UPC:
852468006380
Games / Case:
8
Games / Inner Pack: 8

Exp 001 - Creative Pack
MSRP
$5.00
SKU:
BGZ110285
UPC:
852468006762
Games / Case:
300
Games / Inner Pack: 20

A battle of smartphone skills!
Perfect for those who can’t escape their phones! Makes a great gift
for teens who can’t look up from their smartphones for more than
two minutes at a time, and parents who don’t want to be left out of
the fun. The Creative Pack adds 30 more cards to the main deck.

Mixtape
Players:
Age Group:
Time to Play:
MSRP:

3+
12+
15+ Min
$20.00

SKU:
BGZ110347
UPC:
852468006984
Games / Case:
6
Games / Inner Pack: 6

The song and scenario game.
MIXTAPE gives you an opportunity to play your friends the
soundtrack to your life. Music tied to memories, memories tied
to emotions, emotions tied to life - a card game that pairs songs
with life experiences.
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Party Games

Suddenly Drunk
Players:
3-8
Age Group:
21+
Time to Play: Varies

MSRP:
$15.00
Games / Case:
144
Games / Inner Pack: 12

Turn your favorite game into a drinking game!
Suddenly Drunk is a set of 54 cards that transforms any turn-based
board or card game into a lively drinking game for 3 to 8 players.
*This is an additive game, not a game itself.

Base Game
SKU: BGZ1370
UPC: 852468006304

Sexy Expansion
SKU: BGZ1372
UPC: 852468006328

Hardcore Expansion
SKU: BGZ1371
UPC: 852468006311

Gross Expansion
SKU: BGZ110105
UPC: 852468006557

Top That Toast
Players:
Age Group:
Time to Play:
MSRP:

3-20
SKU:
BGZ1366
18+
UPC:
852468006939
30 Min
Games / Case: 20
$20.00		

Share Your Toasts With the Most!
Top That Toast is a card game that celebrates the beauty of
human expression by encouraging players to share their toasts
with the most. It’s not every day that the opportunity arises
to pay tribute to your kin and comrades, but with this cheersinspiring game you can turn any casual get-together into a toastworthy celebration!
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Party Games

Fake News
Players:
Age Group:
Time to Play:
MSRP:

4-8
13+
20-30 Min
$20.00

SKU:
BGZ110312
UPC:
852468006854
Games / Case: 12

Just the news you want to hear!
Score points for the most hilariously believable headlines using
Image and Topic cards for the chosen Audience, because everything
else is just FAKE NEWS! Add a few house rules to really take this
game to the next level - the crazier, the better, don’t be shy!
225 Cards and endless headline possibilities, making laughter the
only cure for FAKE NEWS.

Mobscenity
Players: 4-16 Age Group: 17+ Time to Play: Varies
Main Game			
MSRP:
$15.00
SKU:
BGZ1140
UPC:
799418157719
Games / Inner Pack: 6
Games / Case:		
72

Dirty Word Deck
MSRP
$10.00
SKU:
BGZ1141
UPC:
799418157726
Games / Inner Pack: 24
Games / Case:		
144

The Totally ?$#*@%! Up Party Game!
Mobscenity is a card game where players take turns picking 2
seemingly innocent words from the deck to create a Mobscenity
Phrase. Each player then tries to come up with the most obscene
definition for that phrase.
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Party Games

Billionaire Banshee
Players: 2-10 Age Group: 18+ Time to Play: Varies
Main Game			
MSRP:
$25.00
SKU:
BGZ1549
UPC:
852468006021
Games / Case: 24		
			

Sexy Foil Pack
MSRP
$5.00
SKU:
BGZ110046
UPC:
852468006588
Games / Inner Pack: 24
Games / Case:		
144

Would your friend date a Billionaire Banshee?
Date or deny! Each turn one player grabs both a Perk and a Quirk
card. This combination of cards represents a potential lover that
player could spend the rest of their life with. Do your friends
really know whether you will date or deny?

Re-Extinction
Players:
Age Group:
Time to Play:
MSRP:

2-4
7+
10-20 Min
$25.00

SKU:
BGZ110355
UPC:
852468006649
Games / Case: 24

Prepare for Re-Extinction!
Join the Dino Battle Club and use your fashion prowess to
help your prehistoric pal survive hazards like the stench
of stale grandma smell, the pangs of heartbreak, and the
extreme heat of boiling rivers of taco meat.
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Party Games

Keep Calm
Players: 3+

Age Group: 17+ Time to Play: 15+ min

Main Game			
MSRP:
$20.00
SKU:
BGZ110226
UPC:
852468006274
Games / Case: 12		
			

Expansion One
MSRP
$10.00
SKU:
BGZ110101
UPC:
852468006540
Games / Inner Pack: 12
Games / Case:		
144

No matter what the situation, Keep Calm.
Keep Calm is a hilarious party game where players are put into
ridiculous situations and must decide what they are going to
do. Whether you Keep Calm or Panic, you’ll laugh
your @$$ off doing it.

Friendship Postcards
Age Group:

17+ (due to a sprinkling of saucy language!)

Main Set (80 Cards)		
MSRP:
$25.00
SKU:
BGZ110340
UPC:
852468006748
Sets / Case: 20		

Refill (41 Cards)
MSRP
$12.50
SKU:
BGZ110341
UPC:
852468006953
Sets / Case:
85

A painless way to reach out to your friends.
80 postcards, two of each design. Add the refill and get 41 more
cards! Send an encouraging note, apologize for the dumb thing
you said, or say the thing you need to say but are having trouble
saying with these gorgeous postcards to send to your friends!
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Party Games

Real Life Travel Bingo
Players:
2+
SKU:
BGZ110305
Age Group:
6+
UPC:
748252011299
Time to Play: 15+ Min
Games / Case: 3 Game Boards / Pack
MSRP:
$10.00
Games / Inner Pack: 10
		
*1 Display / Inner Pack Case

Finally, a travel game for REAL families!
Each window on the board depicts an all-too-familiar travel
experience, like ‘we are lost’, ‘pee emergency’, ‘long, pointless
story’, and ‘argue where to eat’. Slide the plastic shutters to
mark the space. The first player to get five in a row wins - BINGO!
Parents have told us that this game has made long car rides
easier, by helping kids laugh at these difficult moments.

It Dies With Me
Players:
Age Group:
Time to Play:
MSRP:

4-6
13+
20 Min
$25.00

SKU:
BGZ110356
UPC:
852468006137
Games / Case: 12

Take your friend’s secret to the grave.
One player writes down a personal secret using edible ink
and edible paper. The winning player reads the secret…
then eats it! It dies with them! In It Dies With Me, players
use coffins to hide a secret die number, trying to be either
the highest or lowest unique number. Each round has two
winners, with one winner going all the way to the secret
envelope… which they then get to read, and eat the Secret!
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Strategy and Family Games

Rise of Tribes
Players:
Age Group:
Time to Play:
MSRP:

2-4
SKU:
BGZ110288
10+
UPC:
852468006816
30-60 Min Games / Case: 6
$50.00

Lead the dawn of civilization.
Lead one of 8 different prehistoric tribes as you spread across
the land gathering resources, building villages and advancing
your people. The dice you roll combine with your opponents’
choices to determine the strength of your actions. Contend with
mammoths, volcanoes, and sabertooth tigers to be the first tribe
to rise to victory!

Rise of Tribes - Deluxe Upgrade
MSRP:
$25.00
SKU:
BGZ110348
UPC:
852468006991
Games / Case: 12

Take your game to the next era!
Tame the giant mammoth meeple, or add an awe-inspiring
volcano to your game! Ride the dugout canoe through the lakes,
but beware of the sabertooth in the mountains. Gather from
forests, lakes and mountains with 72 wooden resource upgrades.
Invader meeples, villages and other cardboard tokens gain a new
dimension (literally) in this upgraded set of 94 wooden pieces.
*Requires Rise of Tribes to play.
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Strategy and Family Games

The King’s Abbey
Players:
Age Group:
Time to Play:
MSRP:

1-5
SKU:
BGZ1352
14+
UPC:
852468006457
90-180 Min Games / Case: 6
$60.00

Build the most prestigious abbey in the kingdom!
The King’s Abbey is a worker placement/resource management
game that transports you right into the 11th century. This is
when great abbeys were a central part of the Middle Ages. Each
player leads an order of monks commissioned by King Sivolc to
construct a great abbey to defend against the ever increasing
darkness that threatens to engulf the land.

Expancity
Players:
Age Group:
Time to Play:
MSRP:

2-4
SKU:
BGZ110192
10+
UPC:
852468006786
60-90 Min Games / Case: 6
T.B.D.

The skyline’s the limit!
Expancity is an upwards moving strategy game where players
build a 3D city together. Players work together to form the city
grid, all the while trying to shape the city in order to grant them
the most valuable buildings and contracts. In the end, players
finish a beautiful one-of-a-kind city on the table.
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Strategy and Family Games

Asking For Trobils
Players:
Age Group:
Time to Play:
MSRP:

2-7
SKU:
BGZ1343
12+
UPC:
852468006656
60-90 Min Games / Case: 6
$45.00

Rid the galaxy of Trobils and be a hero!
Asking for Trobils is a worker-placement board game where the
player is trying their best to rid the star system of Trobils (space
pests). You play a Trobil Hunter - flinging the space vermin into
the star, and dealing with unsavory folk just to get the job done.

MoonQuake Escape
Players:
Age Group:
Time to Play:
MSRP:

2-6
SKU:
BGZ1355
10+
UPC:
852468006298
45-60 Min Games / Case: 6
$50.00

This game is definitely gonna rock your world!
In MoonQuake Escape you’ll face the spinning, 3-D surface
and orbiting moon of a doomed prison planet. Can you avoid
the other players, out of control defenses and relentless
prison guards to win the race for the last rocket? Escape the
MoonQuake or end your sentence – for life!
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Strategy and Family Games

Circular Reasoning: The Well of Power
Players:
Age Group:
Time to Play:
MSRP:

2-4
SKU:
BGZ110349
12+
UPC:
852468006809
20-45 Min Games / Case: 24
$25.00

Get to the center first and the power will be yours!
Introducing the newest version of Circular Reasoning - The Well
of Power!! Be the first to move all your tokens to the center
room by moving through the gates to win. Look out though,
as the gates rotate every round!

Convert
Players:
Age Group:
Time to Play:
MSRP:

2
SKU:
BGZ1333
6+
UPC:
852468006731
10-15 Min Games / Case: 6
$30.00

Get ready to get vertical!
Take the addicting play of Tetris, and the accessibility of
Connect 4 and you get Convert. In this clever game, use spacial
reasoning to place chunky wooden blocks for points. Every row
will score points, combined with the added bonus of territory
points at the end!
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Strategy and Family Games

Letter Tycoon
Players:
Age Group:
Time to Play:
MSRP:

2-5
SKU:
BGZ1055
8+
UPC:
852468006076
30-45 Min Games / Case: 6
$35.00

Build your alphabet empire!
Build words, buy letters and score big! Use your hand of 7
cards plus any of the 3 community cards to make a word worth
valuable money and stocks. Collect letter patents to earn
royalties and invoke unique privileges. Patents, money and
stocks add up to victory. Create the most valuable alphabet
empire and YOU can become the Letter Tycoon!

4 The Birds
Players:
Age Group:
Time to Play:
MSRP:

2-6
SKU:
BGZ1350
8+
UPC:
852468006250
20-30 Min Games / Case: 6
$25.00

Birds of a feather, flock together.
4 The Birds is a fun for the whole family! It’s the classic line-up
game (four in a row or four in a square wins) with twists like a
‘pecking order’ among birds, non-player crows and hawks that
scatter the flock and 6 powerful action cards per player that
allow players to swoop in for a win.
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Strategy and Family Games

Sparkle*Kitty
Players:
Age Group:
Time to Play:
MSRP:

3-8
6+
15 Min+
$20.00

SKU:
BGZ110219
UPC:
852468006830
Games / Case: 30

Nobody puts princess in a tower!
Sparkle*Kitty is an adorably fun, social, and magical spell card
game for all ages, sizes and genders. Once upon a time, a group
of powerful princesses were captured and locked away in Cursed
“No Cursing” towers by the evil queen Sparkle*Kitty! All their
words and magic spells vanished and became sugar & spice...
almost everything nice.

Aura
Players:
Age Group:
Time to Play:
MSRP:

2-4
8+
30 Min
$25.00

SKU:
BGZ110019
UPC:
852468006373
Games / Case: 8

What does your Aura reveal?
An easy to learn, but difficult to master, strategy card game for
2-4 players. Enjoyed by casual and hardcore gamers alike, Aura
is the perfect gateway into the world of modern card games.
Outwit and bluff your way to victory, but remain flexible,
because when the cards are revealed anything can happen.
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Strategy and Family Games

Boomtown Bandits
Players:
Age Group:
Time to Play:
MSRP:

2-5
13+
30 Min
$35.00

SKU:
BGZ1220
UPC:
852468006212
Games / Case: 6

There’s a lot of looting to be done!
Take down the bank, train, stagecoach, and more in this frantic
and fun real-time dice shoot em’ up! Who will rob the most
money and be the baddest bandit of them all?

Pocket Dungeon Quest
Players:
Age Group:
Time to Play:
MSRP:

2-4
8+
15+ Min
$25.00

SKU:
BGZ110228
UPC:
852468006793
Games / Case: 20

A dungeon full of adventure!
Pocket Dungeon Quest is a simplified, casual rogue-like tabletop
adventure for 2-4 players. PDQ is a unique tabletop game that
is inspired by classic video games such as Rogue and Sword of
Fargoal. This original board game is made up entirely of tiles
that represent a dungeon, monsters and the items that could be
found within.
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Strategy and Family Games

The Game of 49
Players:
Age Group:
Time to Play:
MSRP:

2-5
SKU:
BGZ1049
10+
UPC:
852468006298
30-45 Min Games / Case: 6
$20.00

Recommended by American Mensa!
Can you get 4 in a row? The Game of 49 is an exciting strategic
game where you will need to bid, budget, battle and buy your
way to victory. The Game of 49 is great for families but gamers
love it too.

Match Plus
Players:
Age Group:
Time to Play:
MSRP:

2-4
8+
15 Min
$30.00

SKU:
BGZ1093
UPC:
852468006175
Games / Case: 6

Be the first to put the last chip down.
A great game for the whole family! Match Plus is a fast paced,
strategic table top game for 2-4 players. If you like Connect Four
and Tic-Tac-Toe, but want more of a challenge, this is the game
for you.
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Toys

Pixel Party: The Tick
Age Group:
10+
SKU:
BGZ110319
MSRP:
$20.00
UPC:
852468006885
		
Toys / Inner Pack: 12
		
Toys / Case:		 24

The Tick collectible toy from Pixel Party!
Based on The Tick from the hit Amazon Video TV series,
and licensed from Sony Pictures Television and Amazon.com, Inc.
our newest toy from Pixel Party is The Tick! Get your hands on
this awesome collectible figurine today.
© 2017 Sony Pictures Television Inc.and Amazon.com, Inc. or its Affiliates. All rights reserved.

Boogie Dice
Age Group:
MSRP:

8+
$40.00

SKU:
UPC:

BGZ110236
852468006663

The world’s first self-rolling, sound activated,
programmable, gaming dice.
Clap your hands, snap your fingers or bang the table, and they
will start to Boogie! Use the Boogie app to customize your dice
and switch between different Boogie Dice games.
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RETAILERS!
Want to sell our games in your store?
Get exclusive wholesale pricing on all of our products!
Sign up now at:

www.breakinggamesonline.com
Have Questions? Please Contact:

973-448-1766 | sales@breakinggames.com
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